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MENTMORE PARK AND VILLAGE: Assessment of the 

significance of the setting 

 

Maria Medlycott, MA, CIfA, FSA 

 

Executive summary 

Mentmore park and village is sited in the heart of the rural Vale of Aylesbury amongst a 

mosaic of scattered villages and hamlets, with the major towns of Aylesbury and Leighton 

Buzzard located at a considerable distance.  

 

 Mentmore mansion and park is one of many Rothschild properties in the Vale of 

Aylesbury.  There are significant inter-connected views visually linking the properties, 

most notably between Mentmore and Ascott Park, but also from the Chiltern scarp to 

Mentmore and some of the other Rothschild properties.  This inter-visibility was 

deliberate, forming a significant element in the interactions and internal rivalries of 

the Rothschild family.  These make a major positive contribution to the setting of the 

heritage asset. 

 Many of the settlements in the Vale of Aylesbury, included Mentmore village, were 

remodelled by the Rothschilds as estate villages, and have strong visual similarities 

between each other.  These make a major positive contribution to the setting of the 

heritage asset. 

 The wide landscapes of the Vale of Aylesbury and the Chiltern ridge to the south 

were key to the siting of the mansion and park on an elevated ridge, and remain so 

today with very little visual intrusion into the mid-19th century designed views both to 

and from the site.  These make a major positive contribution to the setting of the 

heritage asset. 

 The survival of historic features that pre-date the Rothschild era is also generally 

good, including villages and hamlets, deserted medieval settlements, ridge and 

furrow, farmsteads, fields and parkland, linked by a network of historic roads, 

footpaths and bridleways.  These varied assets make a major positive contribution to 

the setting of the heritage asset. 

 The landscapes are still overwhelmingly rural in nature, with the only major visual 

and aural intrusion being the London-Birmingham rail line.  However the rail line 

forms part of the setting of the site, being the means by which the Rothschilds 

accessed Mentmore from London.  There are significant views from the railway line 

and from Cheddington Station. 

 

In summary the largely rural setting of Mentmore park and village enhances their 

significance by placing them within their historic landscape context and preserving the links 
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between them and the wider communities and other Rothschild properties in the Vale of 

Aylesbury. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This setting study is part of a project to identify the significances of the historic environment 

related to Mentmore Towers and Mentmore village, which was carried out in 2018 by SR 

Historic Environment Ltd (SRHEL) and associates for Aylesbury Vale District Council.  

The documents generated as part of the project comprise: 

1. A Designed Landscape Conservation plan by SRHEL, comprising an analysis, 

statement of significance, vision and recommendations for Mentmore historic 

environment including the designed landscape, estate buildings, village, archaeology 

and wildlife. This informed the following two outputs. 

2. A model Conservation Area Character Appraisal for Mentmore Conservation Area 

(carried out by SRHEL). 

3. A model setting study (this volume) for the wider landscape to understand how the 

significances of the designed landscape and village are influenced by their setting, to 

identify those elements that affect them either positively or negatively, and aspects of 

vulnerability to damage (carried out by Places Services Ltd on behalf of SRHEL). 

 

This document can be read as a stand-alone document or in conjunction with the other 

documents, which give a more in-depth background to the history of mentmore park and 

village and the Rothschild family.   

 

The assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the guidelines set out in the 

National Planning Policy Framework (particularly paras. 127, 189, 190, 194 and 200 NPPF 

2018) and the Historic England guidance on The Setting of Heritage Assets Historic 

Environment Good Practice Advice Note in Planning: 3. 

 

The report makes use of a number of sources, including the Buckinghamshire Historic 

Environment Record (BHER), the Buckinghamshire HLC and Historic England’s data on 

designated historic environment assets.  For the purposes of this study the Roman period 

is the time-span between AD 43 – 410, the Saxon period is AD 410-1066, the medieval 

period is AD 1066-1536, the post-medieval period is AD 1536-1900 and the modern period 

is AD 1900 to the present day.  This corresponds to the period divisions used by the 

Buckinghamshire Historic Environment Record. 
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2. ASSESSING SIGNIFICANCE AND SETTING 

An assessment of significance explains what matters, why and to whom. It includes a 

description of those features that matter and an appraisal of why they are important. This 

provides the essential information needed to determine what management a site requires in 

order to sustain and enhance its significance. 

The NPPF defines significance (for heritage policy) as: The value of a heritage asset to this 

and future generations because of its heritage interest. That interest may be archaeological, 

architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s 

physical presence, but also from its setting (NPPF 2018 glossary). 

Understanding the significance of Mentmore park and village and the heritage interests that 

contribute to them, including their relative weight, is fundamental to the conservation 

planning process, and is vital when considering approaches to management interventions, 

since it may not be possible to sustain all the values equally.   

The NPPF identifies four types of heritage interest:- 

 Historic interest 

 Architectural interest 

 Archaeological interest 

 Artistic interest 

Of these Mentmore park and village are primaily of historic and archaeological interest. 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 2018) makes it clear that the setting of a 

heritage asset is the surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not 

fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may 

make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the 

ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral (NPPF glossary).  

Historic England has provided advice on The Setting of Heritage Assets, Historic 

Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning: 3. The advice note includes a ‘(non-

exhaustive) check-list of potential attributes of a setting that may help to elucidate its 

contribution to significance’.  As the advice note states, ‘only a limited selection of the 

attributes listed is likely to be particularly important in terms of any single asset.’  

The contribution of setting to the significance of a heritage asset is often expressed by 

reference to views, a purely visual impression of an asset or place which can be static or 

dynamic, including a variety of views of, across, or including that asset, and views of the 

surroundings from or through the asset, and may intersect with, and incorporate the 

settings of numerous heritage assets. 

In order to reduce repetition, the assessment of the settings of the identified heritage assets 

will be considered together where appropriate. Those attributes listed by Historic England's 

advice note on setting that are pertinent to the significance of the heritage assets have 

been considered as part of this study. However, the assessments are quite broad brush in 

nature; in the event of a specific planning application further assessment would be required 
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from the applicant in order to establish the potential impacts of any specific development on 

the setting of the heritage asset.  

Significant views have been identified by this study, many of these are designed views 

intended to enhance the significance of the heritage assets and to emphasise the links 

between the various Rothschild properties within the Vale.  There are however numerous 

other views that could have a role to play in assessing the impact of any individual 

development on the setting of the heritage assets, so  those identified in Section 7.1 should 

not be considered as a definitive list.   

 

3. Description of the Study Area – Mentmore park and village 

3.1 Location and topography 

Mentmore Towers, park and village (Figure 1) are sited some 4 miles south-west of 

Leighton Buzzard, on top of a small hill in the Vale of Aylesbury (NGR 490219).  There are 

extensive views over the surrounding countryside. The road approaching from the north-

east rises steeply before entering the village, with the quadrangle of buildings comprising 

Manor Stud on the left. This approach culminates in a view of the main entrance to 

Mentmore Towers, comprising an iron gateway supported by impressive stone pillars and 

an ornate lodge built of stone with a tiled roof. However the main approach for the 

Rothschild family was formerly from Cheddington Station, up The Grand Avenue, entering 

the park at Cheddington Lodge. 

 

3.2 Summary description of the park, village and environs 

Mentmore Towers was built between 1851 and 1857 for Baron Meyer de Rothschild. The 

house, set in the pastoral surroundings of Mentmore park is detached from the main part of 

the village, although the main entrance, west of the green, is a dominant feature of the 

village centre. Recognised as an outstanding example of Victorian architecture, the house 

was designed by Sir Joseph Paxton (of Crystal Palace fame).  Much of the wider 

agricultural estate was sold in 1944. The core of the estate including the park and pleasure 

grounds was sold in 1977 and the house and pleasure grounds split in ownership from the 

parkland, much of which was in 1990 redeveloped as the Mentmore Golf and Country Club.  

The Rothschilds sold the house and core of the designed landscape in 1978 to the 

Maharishi Foundation, and they sold it to the investor Simon Halabi in 1999. 

 

The thatched Cheddington Lodge gate-lodge marks the southern approach to the park and 

village, which is lined by an avenue, the Grand Avenue, designed by Paxton and laid out by 

the nurserymen Veitch, dominated by trios of Wellingtonia flanking the road in pairs.  The 

avenue is 900m long and 90m wide and is perhaps the most imposing avenue in Bucks, 

certainly of 19th century origin. The public road swings away to the right along a double 

horse chestnut avenue, providing glimpses of Mentmore Towers to the left before climbing 
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uphill into more dense ornamental woodland to the village. To the right are glimpses of the 

former Dairy Farm and the Dairy.  

 

 
Figure 1  The immediate setting of the Mentmore study area 

 

Mentmore village is a small rural village.  Although it had its origins in the medieval, or 

possibly the Late Saxon period, it was largely substantially rebuilt as a model estate village 

in 1874-79 by Hannah Rothschild. Whilst the model village was based on the layout of the 

original settlement, this was much modified.   It seems that no previously existing cottages 

were retained but the medieval church and 17/18th century manor house were kept, and 

the diocese rebuilt the Vicarage in the 1850s. However, much of the model village remains 

intact and in good condition. 

 

At the entrance of the village from the east the road steepens significantly and is flanked by 

brick walls. Set well behind the wall to the left is the impressive 18th-century brick Manor 
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House. The western approach from Wing past the Wing Lodge offers fine views over 

undulating countryside to the north as it ascends to the village. A group of buildings 

comprising the stables, the vicarage and estate workers cottages including the service 

entrance and laundry clustered about the church, itself substantially rebuilt in 1858, are set 

in trees at a sharp bend in the road and form an important, detached part of the village.  To 

the east of this group is an attractive group of estate cottages are clustered around the 

green. The c.1850s Stag public house was built in stone to a style reflecting its importance, 

the village hall and former school are located around the north and east sides of the green 

with the rest of the cottages and houses.  There has been little recent development in the 

village. A number of modern detached houses in gardens are situated north of the green, 

with another on the former allotments to the north-east of the green and another on former 

orchard. None of these are visible from the village or its approaches. 

 

 

4. The Wider Setting  

4.1 Rothschild Estates in the Vale of Aylesbury 

 

The impact of the Rothschild family, with their extraordinary wealth, European background 

and Jewish heritage and their wish to firmly establish themselves within English upper-class 

landed society is dominant in the development of the 19th and early 20th century 

Buckinghamshire landscape.  Mentmore Towers forms one of a group of substantial houses 

founded by the Rothschild family in the 19th century as members of the family moved away 

from their first country house at Gunnersbury Park, Ealing, now in west London (Figure 2). 

Two main phases of purchases are evident. The first in the 1850s comprised land at 

Mentmore, which did not have an existing house or park, Aston Clinton Park and Halton 

which had a house and park that was later abandoned for a new house. The second phase 

of acquisitions included in the 1870s the Ascott, Tring Park, Waddesdon and Eythrope 

estates. Estate villages and individual buildings (often philanthropic) were erected by the 

Rothschilds, largely in the ‘Old English’. style These form an important aspect of their 

development in the Vale of Aylesbury.   

 

Closest to the Towers, c 3km to the north at Wing is Ascott House, a Jacobean farmhouse 

that was largely rebuilt by Leopold de Rothschild in 1874 in the Arts and Crafts-style.  It is a 

Grade II* Listed Building, set in a large estate and is visible from Mentmore Green. Much 

land in the valley below Ascott leading south to Mentmore Green is owned or managed by 

the Ascott estate. There are wide views from Ascott House south towards Mentmore 

Towers and beyond to the Chiltern Hills.  Some 9km south-west of the Towers, close to the 

Chiltern escarpment, is Tring Park, which was purchased by Baron Lionel de Rothschild in 

1872 and given to Nathaniel Mayer Rothschild. The existing house was extensively 

remodelled in the late 1880s.  Nathaniel’s son Walther was responsible for the construction 

of the Zoological Museum in the grounds.  The Museum became part of the Natural History 

Museum in 1937.  In 1938 the estate was sold, and in 1945 the house and immediate 
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grounds were sold to the Cone-Ripman School, it is now the Tring Park School for the 

Performing Arts. The house is located in the valley floor, however the associated park 

included part of the Chiltern escarpment and had wide views along the Chilterns and across 

the Vale of Aylesbury.    

 

 
Figure 2  Distribution of principal Rothschild properties in the Vale of Aylesbury 

 

West of Tring Park and 9km south of Mentmore Towers are the adjoining former Rothschild 

properties of Aston Clinton Park and Halton House. In 1853 Anthony Nathan de Rothschild 

completed his purchase of Aston Clinton, a large neo-Georgian/Italianate house. He 

employed Paxton’s son-in-law who was working with Paxton at Mentmore to remodel the 

house and build several estate buildings including the entrance gateway and lodges.  A 

large number of worker’s cottages, a village hall and two schools were also built in Aston 

Clinton and the park was modified.  During the First World War the house was lent to the 

War Office, it was subsequently used as a hotel, hospital and prep school before being 

demolished between 1956-8.  Part of the ornamental garden and ancillary structures 

survive at Green Park as an educational centre, and the park survives in other ownership.  

Halton House is located less than a kilometre from Aston Clinton on the opposite side of the 

Grand Union Canal. The site already contained a manor house; it was purchased by Lionel 

Freiherr de Rothschild in 1853.  In 1879 the current building was constructed for Alfred 

Freiherr de Rothschild between 1880-1883 in a romanticised French Chateau-style and the 

remodelled park was contiguous with Aston Clinton and linked by an ornamental path.  The 
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house and estate were sold in 1918 to the RAF with the house becoming the Officers’ 

Mess.  

 

North of Aylesbury at Waddesdon is another pair of contiguous Rothschild estates, built in 

the late 19th century. Waddesdon Manor is 4.5km to the north-west of Eythrope and 17km 

west of Mentmore Towers.  The house which is prominently sited on a small hill, is in the 

Neo-Renaissance French Chateau style for Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild between 1874-

1889.  It was left to the National Trust in 1957. The house is in French Renaissance style 

and is surrounded by extensive gardens and parkland. In the adjacent park, Eythrope 

Pavilion is located some 14km to the west of Mentmore Towers, it was bought in the 1875 

by Alice de Rothschild when Ferdinand bought the main Winchendon/Waddesdon estate 

and used by her as a day pavilion with large stables and kitchen garden. It is still a 

Rothschild residence.   

4.2 The Vale of Aylesbury and Chiltern Scarp 

Mentmore is sited in the heart of the rural Vale of Aylesbury amongst a mosaic of scattered 

small villages and larger villages such as Wing, with major towns at a considerable 

distance, such as Aylesbury and Leighton Buzzard. The complex Vale and Chiltern setting 

and the associated views were key in the siting of the mansion and park, and remain so 

today with very little visual intrusion into the mid-19th century designed views. The elevated 

shoulder of land occupied by the mansion, approaches and village including the Green, 

ensures a strong visual relationship with the immediate rural setting and the more distant 

and extensive Chiltern scarp. The mansion and its spreading frame of trees, particularly 

evergreens, is a distinctive feature from many points along the scarp between Ivinghoe 

Beacon and the Kimbles. These now mature trees have not obscured views of the mansion 

from the Scarp although from the north, from Wing, Wing Park and Ascott, the only the tops 

of the Towers are visible, as the trees have grown to obscure the formerly more spectacular 

northerly view. The elevated position also facilitates views of some of the other Rothschild 

properties, particularly Ascott and possibly Halton. Views of groups of these properties in 

varying combinations are important at various points along the scarp, particularly 

Mentmore, Tring Park, Waddesdon Manor and Halton House.  

 

5. Assessment of the heritage assets’ significance 

The starting point for this stage of the assessment is to consider the significance of the 

heritage assets themselves.  

5.1 Archaeological interest 

There is some evidence for prehistoric and Roman activity in the vicinity of Mentmore; this 

includes the projected route of a Roman road across the park and under the mansion.   The 

parks are formed out of a much older co-axial landscape, of possible prehistoric origin, and 

it is probable that boundary features relating to this earlier landscape still survive below-

ground within them.   
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The site has considerable evidence for Anglo-Saxon occupation, in the form of an early 

Anglo-Saxon cemetery that was disturbed during the construction of the mansion and 

pleasure garden in the 1850s.  It can be presumed that there would have been an 

accompanying settlement in the vicinity of the cemetery, although whether this was located 

within the study area or within the wider setting is not known.  To the north of the site All 

Saints Church, Wing, incorporates Anglo-Saxon architectural elements, and it is probable 

that a later Anglo-Saxon settlement was associated with this.  Evidence for medieval 

Mentmore includes the 12th century church, the possible site of a 13th century windmill in 

East Park and the recovery of medieval pottery during building works and on the allotments.  

To the west of the park boundary is the Scheduled deserted medieval hamlet of Crafton, in 

Wing parish. The landscape was was widely and intensively settled and farmed in the 

medieval period, with the evidence for this surviving as extensive surface earthworks. It is 

probable that there are also surviving medieval below-ground features within the study 

area. 

 

Evidence for the earlier post-medieval period includes a number of the historic buildings in 

the village and at Manor Farm and the earthworks relating to former roads.  The present 

layout and structures associated with the Rothschild period were largely established from 

1850 to around 1910, and are largely still extant. Surviving features include the buildings, 

gardens and parkland earthworks.  Later changes have been relatively minor.   

 

The study area has numerous surviving earthworks, relating both to earlier occupation of 

the Mentmore area and to the Rothschild period and it can be presumed that below-ground 

survival of archaeological features is correspondingly good. The built structures include the 

12th century church, medieval and post-medieval cottages and farms and the Rothschild 

buildings.  There are also cropmarks visible on GoogleEarth, including an area of probable 

medieval settlement within Mentmore park.  The geology is Gault formation clays and is 

conducive to the preservation of ceramic and faunal remains.    Waterlogged deposits can 

be expected to be localised in nature, and may well be present in deeper features such as 

wells and very deep pits.   

 

5.2 Historic interest  

Mentmore Towers, its associated parkland and Mentmore village are of national importance 

as evidenced by their national and local designations.  Mentmore Towers is listed grade I, 

whilst the associated lodges, gates and railings are listed grade II.  Mentmore Church and 

The Manor House are listed grade II* and a number of the other village buildings are listed 

grade II.     Mentmore Park is a grade II* Registered Park and Garden.  The village, Towers 

and associated formal garden area form Mentmore Conservation Area, which was 

designated in 1978.  To the immediate west of the park is the Scheduled Monument of 

Crafton Deserted Medieval Village.  In terms of local landscape designations Mentmore 

(apart from Cheddington Avenue) and the part of its setting to the west is included with the 

Quainton-Wing Hills Area of Attractive Landscape, covered by Policy RA.8 in the current 

AVDC Local Plan (and by Policy NE.5 in the emerging Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan.  This 
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AAL has its own Statement of Significance, set out in the 'Defining the special qualities of 

local landscape designations in Aylesbury Vale District' Report (LUC, 2015). 

 

 

Mentmore derives significance derives from its associations with the Rothschild family.  

Mentmore Towers is one of a series of mansions built by the British branch of the 

Rothschild family in the Vale of Aylesbury.  The village, which is older than the mansion, 

was substantially rebuilt as a model village by Hannah Rothschild in 1877.  The significance 

of the house partly derives from its architectural value, as an example of highly ornate 

mansion in the Renaissance style, which exhibits a high standard of architectural detail and 

craftsmanship. It also derives significance from its association with the Rothschild family, 

who in the 19th century possessed the largest private fortune in the world, initially derived 

from an international banking business.  Their wealth gave them a corresponding influence 

in the role of international politics and in the art market, and means that the family was 

accordingly of both national and international significance.  Further historic significance is 

derived from the fact that the house and, gardens and park were designed by the noted 

architect and gardener Sir Joseph Paxton, who designed the Crystal Palace, and his son-

in-law G.H. Stokes, his associate and later partner.   

 

Mentmore Towers also derives significance from its evidential value as an example of the 

social and financial divides in Victorian society, and as an example of the patriarchal 

relationship between the land-owner and the estate-workers within an associated village.  

The style and splendour of Mentmore is also reflective of the impact of the new rich on the 

landscape of traditional country-houses of the aristocracy, and the wish for the new land-

owning classes to establish a ‘historic’ presence in the countryside. This forms part of a 

wider group of estates associated with Victorian industrialists, financiers and businessmen 

who conspicuously constructed houses in architectural styles which reflected or mimicked 

older styles, as an attempt to give themselves status, and to tie themselves into the 

landowning tradition of the established landed gentry.  

 

The house is situated within its wider associated designed landscape. This landscape is 

significant in its own right for its aesthetic value and for its historic association with Joseph 

Paxton. It also derives its significance from its interrelationship with Mentmore Towers, as 

the two were designed as one holistic masterplan, both designed to complement each 

other.  This historic park and garden forms the immediate setting in which the listed country 

house is experienced.  

Mentmore village was partially rebuilt by Hannah Rothschild in the later nineteenth century 

to serve as an associated workers’ village to serve Mentmore Towers. It includes some 

buildings which are individually of high architectural value, but its greater significance 

derives from its value taken as a whole, which offers strong evidential value for the 

architectural tastes of the rich in the later nineteenth century and their impact on the wider 

society in which they lived. In particular it gives evidential value as to the power and extent 
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of control which the Rothschild Family had over the village, and in their desire to beautify 

and control the wider landscape in which their country house was experienced. 

 

 

6. Contribution of the setting to the heritage asset significance 

 

6.1 Topography and landscape 

The setting of the Mentmore park and village study area is that of the wider Vale of 

Aylesbury landscape, including nearby estate villages (such as Wingrave, Crafton, Ledburn, 

Wing/Ascott) and designed landscapes, especially that of Ascott Park where there is a 

strong visual relationship across the former North Park of Mentmore and the valley to 

Ascott.   

Mentmore Church is sited on the highest point in the immediate area on a shoulder of land 

that runs from the mansion east to the far end of the village, with Mentmore Towers sited 

immediately to its rear. In effect they form a high point within the centre of the bowl that is 

the Vale of Aylesbury.  As a consequence of the topography there are views north from the 

Green towards Wing and Ascott Park and House and long views to the south and south-

east from the former conservatory above the kitchen garden.   The position of the mansion 

gives a 270 degree panorama, particularly from the upper floors and roof. There are wide 

views across the Vale of Aylesbury and to the Chilterns.  The Cheddington (Grand) Avenue 

is aligned on Pitstone Hill.    There are also views to and from the study area to the London 

to Birmingham railway. 

The landscape setting is overwhelmingly rural in nature, with a mix of arable and pastoral 

agriculture. The fields are hedged and ditched and there are notable areas of surviving 

ridge and furrow.  It has been argued that the overall co-axial grain of the modern 

fieldscape has its origins in the later prehistoric period.  The medieval landscape still 

survives well, with deserted medieval settlements (some of which are Scheduled), fields, 

routeways, areas of ridge and furrow and surviving settlements of medieval origin all well-

represented in the landscape. This ancient landscape is of considerable significance in its 

own right, and there is an inter-relationship between this wider ancient rural landscape 

setting and the historic village site of Mentmore and the subsequent development of 

Mentmore Towers and park on the hill-top.   

The Rothschild estate at Mentmore was enclosed by 9 miles of iron fencing in the later 19th 

century. Settlement beyond the estate largely comprises large houses in in their own 

grounds, small villages, often with later Victorian estate houses (many of which were 

Rothschild-built).  There is little modern development, which largely comprises small-scale 

groups of mid-later 20th century houses generally within the settlements.  Around the 

periphery of the park the Rothschild model farms and stables have been converted to 

accommodation.  Woodland is relatively sparse, apart from ornamental plantings in the 
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parks and gardens, which are therefore relatively prominent in an open landscape.  Some 

of the woodland appears to have been managed as game coverts. The Chiltern Hills to the 

east are heavily wooded and form a natural and highly visible barrier to the views in that 

direction.  The scarp which is most visible has hardly been developed and retains its 

wooded and grazed appearance established by the early 20th century. The scarp between 

Great Kimble in the south-west and the Dunstable Downs in the north-east provides 

numerous key viewpoints from which to observe the Vale, including the more prominent 

Rothschild houses set in their distinctive dark green planted pleasure ground settings, 

including Waddesdon, Halton and Mentmore. The Rothschild properties contribute to the 

setting of the Chilterns AONB.  Development in more major settlements such as Wing and 

Tring has not intruded visually on Mentmore.  Much of the study area falls within the 

Wingrave-Mentmore Ridge (Landscape Character Area 4.14) which is part of the 

Undulating Clay Plateau (Landscape Character Type LCT 4).   

Transport links include the London to Birmingham railway and the Grand Union canal, both 

of which are visible to the north-east of Mentmore.  The railway is also clearly audible from 

the site. Cheddington Station was the key access point from London for the family and their 

visitors, particularly for hunting and two estate buildings were erected on the road nearby.  

The remainder of the nearby transport links comprise small country roads, some medieval 

in origin, others date to the later post-medieval period.     

 

The topography and landscape make a major positive contribution to the setting of the 

heritage assets of Mentmore park and village. 

 

6.2 Architectural and Artistic Aspects (including designed landscapes) 

 Rothschild Villages and Estate Settlements 6.2.1

Mentmore forms one part of a wider architectural and artistic landscape created by the 

Rothschilds in the Vale of Aylesbury.  Mentmore village forms one of a group of Rothschild 

estate villages, with Wingrave, Crafton, Ledburn, Wing/Ascott within close proximity and in 

some cases intervisible, and Waddesdon and Halton located further away with their 

respective Rothschild mansions. The result is an extraordinarily dense concentration of 

estate buildings in a small area of the country (Soughton 2015). The number of Rothschild 

estate buildings in the Vale rivals that of well-known model and ornamented villages such 

as Bournville. For the Rothschilds aesthetic considerations were of equal importance to 

economic considerations.  The many villages, settlements and individual buildings 

complemented the group of large designed landscapes that the Rothschilds were creating. 

The unity of building style across the Rothschild properties in the so-called ‘Old English’ 

manner, presenting a Picturesque and idealized vision of the historic English village, is a 

major feature.  Soughton notes that the building-style introduced by Devey in the 1860s 

remained in use for the following 40 years, giving a visual uniformity to a number of the 

villages which persists to the present day (Soughton 2015, 284).  As model villages they 

are the most distinctive 19th century estate buildings in Buckinghamshire (Pevsner, 1994).   
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The estate villages make a major positive contribution to the setting of the heritage assets 

of Mentmore park and village. 

 Rothschild Mansions and Parks 6.2.2

Equally there is the inter-relationship between Mentmore Towers and Park and the other 

Rothschild properties in the Vale of Aylesbury.  In particular, there is a strong visual 

relationship across the valley and the former North Park of Mentmore from the edge of the 

village green towards Wing and Ascott Park.  Also located to the north is Wing Park and the 

scheduled 16th century garden earthworks at Ascott House.  The Chiltern Hills to the east 

are heavily wooded and form a natural and highly visible barrier to the views in that 

direction. However, the Chiltern scarp provides extensive key views across the Vale, 

including the more prominent Rothschild houses, such as Mentmore, Waddesdon and 

Halton, which can be located by their distinctive dark green parkland plantings and exotic 

trees set within a largely lighter coloured agricultural landscape.  Individually and as a group 

the parklands add an important visual element to the wider Vale of Aylesbury landscape. 

The mansions and designed landscapes make a major positive contribution to the setting 

of the Mentmore heritage assets. 

6.3 Other heritage assets (including buildings, structures, landscapes, areas or 
archaeological remains)   

There are numerous other heritage assets within the immediate setting of Mentmore Park 

and village.  These include the Scheduled Monument of Crafton deserted medieval village, 

and slightly further to the south-west is the Scheduled Monument of Ardwick deserted 

medieval village.   These are contemporaneous with Mentmore church and village, and 

together with the earthwork evidence for ridge and furrow cultivation, and of medieval finds 

from the area of the village establish the significance of the underlying medieval landscape 

in the formation of the current setting of the study area. There is also evidence for a Saxon 

cemetery on the site of Mentmore Towers, and it can be presumed that the accompanying 

settlement was a forerunner of the subsequent medieval settlement.  It is also possible that 

the siting of the medieval church was influenced by the location of the earlier Saxon 

cemetery.  

Mentmore lies within a coaxial landscape, which may have had its origins in the Late 

Bronze Age or Early Iron Age landscape and reinforced in the Roman period (Alqassar and 

Kidd, 2018).  It is characterised by roads and boundaries on a NW-SE alignment, 

perpendicular to the Chilterns ridge, which may represent droveways originally intended to 

move people and animals between summer and winter grazing.  The current landscape of 

roads, field and parish boundaries preserves this alignment.    

A little further distant to the north on high ground is the celebrated Saxon Wing parish 

church. The top of the Wing church tower is visible from Mentmore. It is surrounded by the 

village of Wing which is hardly visible from Mentmore as it is screened by trees. On the 

slope up to Wing is the highly visible former 16/17th century Wing Park, now agricultural 

land, within which is the site of the Dormer family’s former Ascott house and substantial 
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earthwork remains of 17th century formal terraced gardens (Scheduled Monument). Ascott 

House grounds were laid out in the 1870s, like Mentmore, with a major contribution from 

the firm of Veitch and Sons. They too were renowned in the later 19th century and early 20th 

century for their high quality that largely survives and is recognised by the Historic England 

Register Grade II*.  

These varied heritage assets make a major positive contribution to the setting of 

Mentmore park and village. 

6.4 Land use, greenspace, trees and vegetation 

Mentmore Towers is set on grassed and graveled terraces, with formal gardens, lawns and 

ornamental tree-planting in informal pleasure grounds flanking the mansion.  The pleasure 

ground tree-planting to the east largely screens views between it and the village, although it 

can be clearly seen from the churchyard boundary. Late 19th century woodland to the north 

screens the mansion, except for the tops of the towers, from the approach from Wing to the 

north. Mentmore Golf and Country Club occupies much of the former parkland, and 

incorporates elements of its 19th century ornamental tree-planting.  Although it has been 

closed to play and access since 2015 it is still maintained.  The Cheddington (Grand) 

Avenue approach from the south up to Cheddington Lodge is bordered by formal tree 

planting set in the wide grass verges.  The wider setting is overwhelmingly agricultural 

nature, comprising a historic hedged landscape of fields, small woods and country lanes.  

Settlement comprises small villages, including the Rothschild estate villages and larger 

properties set in parkland, again many of which belonged to the Rothschilds.  There are key 

views from Cheddington (Grand) Avenue to the south and east over former estate 

agricultural land towards the Chiltern Hills and from the northern edge of Mentmore 

northwards to the Wing and Ascott ridge, across this landscape.   

The churchyard is bordered by large trees which read as part of the park planting.  The 

village is centered on a large open green, with a distinctive line of mature lime trees 

enclosing the west and northern sides, a low key children’s playground is located at the 

western end of the green.  The village houses which line the north and east sides of the 

green are set in their own hedged and fenced gardens. There are views from north of the 

green over the valley to Ascott and Wing Park and south from the back gardens of the 

houses on the eastern side of the village over the former kitchen garden and towards the 

Dunstable Downs.   

These together make a major positive contribution to the setting of the Mentmore park and 

village. 

6.5 Functional relationships and communications   

The primary functional relationship is between Mentmore Towers and Mentmore Park and 

gardens, which were designed as a single entity by Sir Joseph Paxton. The park and 

gardens provided horticultural produce for the house and its inhabitants, and a means of 

expressing social standing and providing recreation within their bounds. There is also a 

clear functional relationship between the park and mansion with the historic settlement of 
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Mentmore and its 12th century Church.  The gate lodges, gates and boundaries, and the 

approaching Avenue are all integral to the understanding of the relationship between the 

enclosed space of the park and mansion and the wider landscape.   There is also a 

functional relationship with the wider agricultural landscape, with its fields, farms, footpaths 

and farms, much of which belonged to the Rothschilds and formed part of the overall 

Mentmore estate, providing a source of income from agricultural produce and an area of 

recreation (largely in the form of hunting and/or shooting). The railway and station at 

Cheddington also have a relationship with the heritage assets as they provided a major 

transport link between the Rothschild town house in London and Mentmore.    

These relationships make a major positive contribution to the setting of Mentmore park 

and village. 

6.6 Integrity, survival and degree of change of the setting 

The immediate setting of Mentmore park and village is largely unchanged. The farms in the 

wider estate that were associated with the Rothschilds are now largely converted to 

housing, but their origins are still recognizable.  The survival of earthworks and cropmarks 

within the rural landscape setting attests to the likely survival of as yet unidentified 

archaeological features and deposits.  The rural landscape setting is historic in origin and 

appears to be largely unchanged since the early 20th century, with little in the way of later 

20th century development.   

The integrity of the setting makes a major positive contribution to the setting and 

significance of Mentmore park and village.  

6.7 History and degree of change over time  

The contemporary setting of Mentmore Towers, park and village in the mid-19th century-

early 20th century when they were built and used as a major social focus remains largely 

unaltered in the modern landscape.  The wider landscape and views including those 

nearby, in the middle distance and distant, are still extensively rural and historic in origin. 

Views within a wide radius of the study area are sensitive to change that may damage the 

intended bucolic character of the landscape setting.  

The history of the setting makes a major positive contribution to the setting and 

significance of Mentmore park and village.  

 

7. Experience of the asset 

As set out in Historic England’s guidance The Setting of Heritage Assets, significant views 

have been identified by this study, there are however numerous others that could have a 

role to play in assessing the impact of any individual development on the setting of the 

heritage assets, so those described below should not be considered as definitive.  Many of 

the views are reciprocal, e.g. the views from Ascott Park to Mentmore can also be 

interpreted as the views from Mentmore to Ascott Park. This is also the case for the wider 

views to and from the various Rothschild properties and the Chiltern scarp. 
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In addition to views there are other means of experiencing an asset, including its land-use, 

tranquility and feeling of isolation. 

7.1    Views from, towards, through, across and including the assets  

 

Fig. 2  Location of principal views to and from the heritage assets – views in the immediate 

vicinity of Mentmore Towers and village 

 

View 1:  Looking south-east from Mentmore stud-farm on the Ledburn Road towards the 

parish church and the ornamental tree-planting in Mentmore Park.   
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View 2:  Looking from the road by Laundry Cottages northwards towards Ascott Park 

across the former North Park. The medieval ridge and furrow is visible behind the cattle in 

the photo 

 

View 3:  Looking from the road junction in front of Stone Lodge northwards towards Ascott 

Park across the former North Park 
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View 4:  Looking from the edges of Crafton hamlet at Crafton Lodge into Mentmore Park, 

Mentmore Towers is in the trees on the ridge behind the lodge 

 

View 5:  Looking from the entrance of the Golf Course on The Avenue north-west to 

Cheddington Lodge 
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View 6:  Looking from the entrance of the Golf Course south-east along The Avenue to 

Pitstone Hill 

The following group of views relate to views into Mentmore from the wider landscape and 

the Intervisibility of the numerous Rothschild properties within the Vale of Aylesbury.  It is 

probable given the extent of the Rothschild land-holdings in the Vale that there are many 

more such views from one Rothschild estate to another, even when the houses themselves 

are not intervisible. There are also wide views across the Vale of Aylesbury towards 

Mentmore from along the length of the Chiltern escarpment.  The views below are 

representative of the many. 
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Fig. 3 Location of principal views to and from the heritage assets – wider views across the 

Vale of Aylesbury 
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View 7:  Looking from Cheddington Station towards Mentmore Towers, Park and village.  

This is the predominantly agricultural view towards the parkland of the Towers on the ridge, 

and the village on the far right that the Rothschilds would have seen as they arrived for a 

day’s hunting from London.  The structures in the middle distance comprise Mentmore Park 

Farm. 

 

 

View 8:  Looking from the east of Wingrave on Leighton Road at the junction with the 

footpath towards Mentmore Towers. 
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View 9:  Looking south from garden of the Ascott Park to Mentmore Towers and Park, the 

Towers are visible on the skyline surrounded by ornamental planting.   

 

View 10:  Looking from the escarpment edge at Tring Park to Mentmore Towers and Park.  

Mentmore Towers is ringed on the on the skyline. 
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View 11:  Looking from the lay-by on the B4009 between Halton House and Aston Clinton, 

overlooking Aston Clinton towards Mentmore.  Mentmore is visible in the distance as an are 

of paler ground (the Park and Avenue).    

 

 

View 12:  View from Ivinghoe Beacon to Mentmore, which is visible on the skyline in the 

centre of the photo (ringed) 
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View 13:  View from Pitstone Hill towards Mentmore in the middle distance.  There are also 

views from this spot to Tring Park. 

 

7.2 Tranquillity, noise and remoteness 

Mentmore Towers and village feel essentially rural in character.  The wide views in all 

directions are of farmland and to the south and south-west the distant Chiltern scarp, with 

very little modern development apparent. This is surprising given the extensive area 

covered. It is accessed by small country roads, with the exception of the Avenue which is 

the formal approach to Mentmore Towers.  The overall impression is of tranquility, both 

visually and in terms of the wider sound landscsape.  The railway, which can be heard from 

the village when a train passes, forms a relatively minor visual and aural intrusion on the 

scene, and its impact on the historic character and perception of the site is mitigated by the 

integral role it played as part of the Rothschilds’ link with London. 

There is a sense of isolation, in that the park and village sit on top of the ridge and the view 

in all directions is of relatively open countryside, with no large-scale built intrusions 

impacting on the overall character.  The Chilterns in the distance add to this feeling of open 

space.   

 

 

8. Sensitivity of setting to change and effect on the heritage assets 

8.1 Types of Effects  

The sensitivity or vulnerability of the setting to change and the consequent impacts on 

Mentmore Towers, park and village are dependent on the nature of the change.  A range of 

potential effects on the setting have been identified:- 
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 Through Development, managed by the planning process 8.1.1

 High impact – Large-scale or visually intrusive developments, such as housing 
estates, warehousing, tall structures such as wind turbines, and new road or rail 
schemes 

 Moderate impact – Small scale development, such as single house-plots, barns 

associated with existing farmstead, substantial changes to the appearance or use of 

a Listed Building. Visually prominent development or changes on the Chiltern scarp; 

the effect of these will alter depending on the distance from the study area, e.g. 

Pitstone Hill and Ivinghoe Beacon are the closest and most visually sensitive and 

therefore small-scale changes may damage views; the scarp at Chequers/Kimble is 

most distant and only larger scale changes are likely to be visible. 

 Low impact – Extensions, small-scale changes to Listed Buildings, increases to 

highway signage or new kerbing 

The effect of proposals will vary depending on the proximity to the study area and levels of 

inter-visibility, and the relative height, elevation, scale and external aesthetics (eg colour, 

cladding material). The potentially damaging impacts of numerous small-scale incremental 

changes should be considered as well as those from larger-scale developments. Proposals 

within the areas intervisible with Mentmore should be individually scrutinised to ensure that 

significant harm will not be sustained by key views (Section 7.1).   

Re-location of the golf course outside the park into the wider agricultural landscape would 

be less damaging than remaining within the designed landscape, provided that no other 

significant heritage assets were significantly damaged in the process. 

 Via land management changes 8.1.2

 High impact – Hedgerow removal, removal of standard or parkland trees, significant 

changes to land-use, including woodland clearance, woodland or other significant 

woody planting in key views close to the study area, substantial changes in 

agricultural practices (eg from pasture to indoor poultry-rearing)  

 Moderate impact – Moderate changes to agricultural practice, such as from pasture 

to equine culture, moderate changes to land-use  

 Low impact – Minor changes in agricultural practice or land use 

Land management changes are influenced by landowner/tenant preferences, agricultural 

and economic factors, climate change etc.  They are more likely to be reversible than built 

development changes. The cluster of significant heritage assets means that Mentmore and 

its setting could be priorities for agri-environment funding. 

 

As well as providing guidelines for managing landscape change, the Aylesbury Landscape 

Character Assessment can be used as a baseline for monitoring future long term change.  

It also provides  guidance for managing landscape change with the aim of conserving and 

enhancing the special qualities of the Quainton-Wing Hills AAL (including cultural landscape 

elements such as Mentmore). 
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. 

 

8.2 Setting Assets and the Sensitivity of the Study Area to Change to These 

Setting assets Contribution to 
significance of 
setting of 
Mentmore 

Sensitivity of Mentmore to changes to these assets 

General asset groupings   

Rural topography and 
landscape, includes medieval 
and post-medieval landscape 
features (DMVs, ridge and 
furrow, farms, fields, lanes, 
footpaths etc.), locally 
significant designed 
landscapes 

Major positive Vulnerable both to high impact developments and to 
the incremental effect of numerous moderate to low 
impact developments in this area also to changes of 
land management 

Designated heritage assets Major positive Vulnerable both to high impact developments and to 
the incremental effect of numerous moderate to low 
impact developments in this area; also to changes of 
land management 

Former parkland e.g. Wing 
Park 

Major positive Vulnerable both to high impact developments and to 
the incremental effect of numerous moderate to low 
impact developments in this area also to changes of 
land management 

Undesignated surviving 
archaeological sites 

Moderate-major 
positive 

Vulnerable both to high impact developments and to 
the incremental effect of numerous moderate to low 
impact developments in this area also to changes of 
land management 

Excavated archaeological 
sites 

Moderate 
positive 

No longer vulnerable  
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APPENDIX 1:  Definition of the contribution made by setting to 

the significance of heritage assets 

 

Major positive contribution 

 

The element or attribute of the assets 

setting makes a major positive contribution 

to the significance of the asset and/or the 

ability to appreciate/understand the 

significance of the asset  

Moderate positive contribution 

 

The element or attribute of the assets 

setting makes a moderate positive 

contribution to the significance of the asset 

and/or the ability to appreciate/understand 

the significance of the asset. 

Minor positive contribution 

 

The element or attribute of the assets 

setting makes a minor positive contribution 

to the significance of the asset and/or the 

ability to appreciate/understand the 

significance of the asset. 

Neutral / uncertain contribution The element or attribute of the assets 

setting makes a neutral contribution to the 

significance of an asset and/or the ability to 

appreciate/understand the significance of 

the asset, or its contribution to the 

significance of the asset is currently 

unknown. 

Minor  negative contribution The element or attribute of the assets 

setting makes a minor negative contribution 

to the significance of an asset, and/or ability 

to appreciate/understand the significance of 

the asset. 

Moderate 

Negative contribution 

 

The element or attribute of the assets 

setting makes a moderate negative 

contribution to the significance of the asset 

and/or the ability to appreciate/understand 
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the significance of the asset. 

Major negative contribution 

 

 

The element or attribute of the assets 

setting makes a major negative contribution 

to the significance of the asset and/or the 

ability to appreciate/understand the 

significance of the asset 

Table 1: Contribution of the of the asset’s setting to the significance of the heritage asset, and/or the 
ability to appreciate the significance of the heritage asset. 
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